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FODERA IMPERIAL CUSTOM
Letters from

Brooklyn-based builder Fodera has a reputation for highend bases, but its guitars don’t do things in the conventional
way either – the striking Imperial Custom six-string is no
exception. Dave Hunter thinks outside the box…

D AV E H U N T E R
Dave Hunter is a writer and
musician who has worked in
the US and the UK. A former
editor of this title, he is the
author of numerous books
including The Guitar Amp
Handbook, Guitar Effects
Pedals, Amped and The
Fender Telecaster

A

s we cruise rapidly toward
the end of the second
decade of the 21st century,
its an unavoidable fact
that many guitar makers are still
deeply referencing just a handful
of designs established a good 60
years ago. With
that in mind, it’s
rather refreshing
to lay hands on
a manufacturer
that doesn’t seem
to give two sticks
about some implied necessity to
make their guitars look at least 90
per cent like a Fender or Gibson.
In the case of Fodera such
independence likely comes from
the fact that it has long been one of

the most revered makers of highend custom bass guitars – a field
where devotion to the classics is less
common. Its creations are played
by Victor Wooton, Mike Pope, Felix
Pastorius, Anthony Jackson and
scores of other big-name masters

Sure, it has six strings, two pickups,
four knobs, and is built to a broadly
recognizable ‘guitar-like’ shape and
a common scale length. But it resists
aping any existing make or model in
the slightest, yet comes off looking
accessible, elegant, and even ‘classic’
in the process. And
if even after all this
you’re still inclined
to say, “Well,
it’s essentially a
Les Paul with a
differently shaped
body, cutaway, and headstock…”
then think again, Batman. Virtually
every element of the way this guitar
is put together is done differently –
and very differently – than on that
set-neck, single-cut standard.

The Imperial Custom resists
aping any existing make or
model in the slightest
of the low-end, and Fodera has
never been obsessed with making
instruments that look like anything
that has come before.
As such, this Imperial Custom
guitar is entirely its own creature.

KEY FEATURES

Fodera Imperial
Custom
• PRICE £5,779 (approx, plus
shipping and any duties)
• BODY Chambered mahogany
body with Masur birch top
• NECK 3-piece, glued-in
mahogany, medium-C profile
• FINGERBOARD Indian
rosewood, 12” radius,
24.75” scale length
• FRETS 22 medium
nickel-silver
• NUT Graph Tech, 1.69” wide
• PICKUPS 2x Lollar Imperial
humbuckers
• ELECTRONICS Independent
volume and tone for each
pickup, three-way switch
• HARDWARE Sperzel locking
tuners, TonePros tune-omatic bridge, Fodera
brass-and-rosewood tailpiece
• FINISH Tiger-eye top with
honey back
• CONTACT fodera.com
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The headstock is
faced with the
same Masur birch
as the body

BROOKLYN BEAT

Fodera was founded in 1983 by
luthier Vinny Fodera and bassist
Joey Lauricella, and while that
might not sound like all that long
ago, in feel and intent the company
has a direct link to the old-world,
big-city instrument makers
such as D’Angelico and the
like, craftsmen devoted to
serving the thriving New
York jazz community, and
professional working
players in general. Guitars
and basses are all still
entirely hand-made in
Fodera’s Brooklyn workshop,
and largely by custom order.
Throughout its ascendance
in the market, Fodera
also became known for its
originality in the design
department – a drive that
most definitely blends the
dual objectives of form and
function – and also for the use
of an impressive array of exotic
and premium tonewoods.
The company has made sixstring guitars off and on over
the years, although rarely as
standard items; the new guitar
range, however,
was introduced at
Winter NAMM
2017, and the
line-up has been
consolidated into
2018 with new
availability from
stock at a handful
of US dealers.
The Imperial
model comes in
two grades,
Deluxe and
Custom.
Our review
sample is
the latter,
meaning
it features
more exotic
woods and
upgraded
inlays. Both of

these elements are likely among
the first things to grab you when
you set eyes on this guitar – namely
in the insanely hypnotic Masur
birch top and matching headstock
overlay, and the colourful, swirly
abalone block fingerboard inlays in
the beautifully striped Indian
rosewood fingerboard and
matching abalone butterfly
logo–but every angle
from which you view this
Imperial Custom reveals
a thoughtful new
approach to solidbody
guitar-making.
Rather than binding,
Fodera uses a subtle yet
distinctive black key-line to
separate the birch top and
headstock facing from the
mahogany beneath it. As
revealed in the body, the
latter is a luminous sample
with three-dimensional
medullary rays and a fine
grain throughout. The body is
chambered for weight relief and
the fine-tuning of resonance,
and there’s a generous ribcage
contour for comfort. But one
of the guitar’s biggest ‘wow’
factors is displayed where neck
meets body: achieved with an
internal dovetailed joint, it’s
both heel-less, and
further recessed
at the body side
for smooth and
unfettered access
to the guitar’s
uppermost frets.

MODERN
ELEGANCE

The neck
itself is a
three-piece
mahogany
build for
optimum
stability,
with a
reversible
truss-rod and a
volute behind the
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The Fodera’s build is
unlike any other single-cut
set-neck guitar you’re
likely to have come across

nut for further support. Its profile
is a rounded ‘C’ of medium depth
that feels somehow pre-eminently
‘modern’, and yet it’s extremely
comfortable and, I’d wager, likely
to be broadly appealing to a wide
swathe of players. The bridge is
a black TonePros ABR-1 tuneo-matic-style with vinyl saddles,
which Fodera feels offer a slightly
sweeter tone, particularly when
you’re playing near the bridge. The
stop tailpiece into which it’s all
anchored is Fodera’s own ‘highmass’ construction, with a solid
brass bar set into a rosewood shell.
The pickup rings are also rosewood,
while the knobs are knurled blackplated steel with a slight taper, and
the tuners are locking matt black
Sperzel units.
Fodera is using custom-wound
Seymour Duncan pickups on many
of its guitars, but this Imperial
Custom carries a pair of
low-wind Lollar Imperials
aimed at a sound toward
the brighter end of the
PAF spectrum, reading
7.72k ohms in the bridge
position and 6.90k ohms
in the neck. Controls
include the traditional
four-knob complement plus
a three-way toggle selector on
the upper bout. Rather than
traditional strap buttons, the
guitar is made with Dunlop’s
‘flush mount’ (ie inset/
recessed) strap-lock system.
And one off-piste comment:
the high-quality Cedar Creek
case, included, has one of the
most comfortable handles
I’ve ever grasped, along with
a certificate of authenticity,
and truss-rod and bridge
adjustment tools in its
accessory pocket.

IN USE

Even after its
journey through
the cold of
winter in the
North-eastern
US, the Imperial
Custom plays
superbly right
out of the case,
and exhibits
a lively,
ringing tone
unplugged.
Tested
through a
selection
of amps
that
includes a
Friedman
Small Box
head and 2x12
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cab and a tweed Deluxe-style
combo, the guitar proved extremely
articulate and well balanced when
plugged in. Somewhat belying my
premise at the top here, you might
argue, the Imperial Custom pretty
easily achieves most of what you’d

you want more savage moods from
it. The Imperial Custom performs
extremely well with the Friedman’s
lead channel rolled up for crankedmodded-Marshall-style tones, going
plenty mean and aggressive when
necessary, but also with a string-to-

It plays superbly right out of
the case, and exhibits a lively,
ringing tone unplugged
expect to get from a good Les Paul,
in the general sense at least – the
easy sustain, the thick, singing
lead tones via amp overdrive, the
thick-bodied cleans – but it leans
somewhat more toward crispness
and snappiness, and slightly away
from the prominently thick lowermids of the classic LP.
None of which is to say it needs to
remain an overly polite guitar when

string clarity that you don’t hear in
many dual-humbucker guitars.
My core impression is that this is
an extremely refined performance
tool, which means it will perform as
you want it to, being an extremely
pliant and biddable instrument.
Ultimately, it’s a beauty of a
six-string that should forge a
reputation for Fodera as much more
than ‘just’ a custom bass maker.

